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Inverse theorems for Sturm-Liouville operators have been studied for a 
number of years. Borg [2] showed that two spectra associated with two dif- 
ferent boundary conditions adjoined to a regular formal differential operator 
uniquely determine that differential operator. Levinson [6] proved the same 
results by a different and somewhat simpler technique. These results have 
been generalized recently in a number of different directions by Hochstadt [5]. 
It seems plausible that similar results should exist for second-order 
difference operators as have been found for second order differential opera- 
tors. Second-order difference operators are described by Jacobi matrices. 
For finite dimensional second-order difference operators such results do 
exist (see [3,4]). F or infinite dimensional cases the results to be discussed in 
this article seem to be the first, to the best of the authors’ information. 
For general background and notation, the treatise by Akhiezer [l] should 
be consulted. A Jacobi matrix will be a matrix of the form J = (Q), where 
aij = 0 unless j i - i 1 < 1. More specifically 
a, b, 0 0 *..\ 
hl a1 bl 0 
. . . \ 
J= 
0 b, us b, ..* 
i ! 
0 0 6, us ..* ’ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(1) 
where all uj , bi are real and all bi positive. J, as an operator, acts 
on the Hilbert space es consisting of all vectors X = (x,, , x1 , xs ,...) 
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for which s 1 xi I2 < co. The domain of J consists of all X for 
which 
It is easy to verify that J is in fact a closed symmetric operator. 
The Jacobi matrices under discussion fall into two distinct classes, depend- 
ing on their deficiency indices [l, p. 1411. If the deficiency index of J is 
(0, 0), J will be not only symmetric, but in fact selfadjoint. If, however, the 
index is (1, l), J will have an infinite number of selfadjoint extensions. In 
accordance with a theorem due to M. H. Stone [l, p. 1491 every such self- 
adjoint extension of a Jacobi matrix can again be represented by a new 
Jacobi matrix whose deficiency index is (0,O). 
With every Jacobi matrix one can associate two sequences of polynomials 
denoted by (P,(h)} and (Qn(X)}. The first of these satisfies the recurrence 
equations 
b&-1~?&-1(4 + (62 - 4 P&v + Vn+,(4 = 0, n = 1, 2,..., (2) 
po(q = 1, 
where h is a complex variable such that Im h > 0. Evidently P,(h) is of 
precise degree rz. The sequence {Qn(h)} is defined by 
ho - 4 Qo(4 + boQd4 = 1 
LQn-44 + (an - 4 Qn(4 + "nQ;d;; 1; n = 1, 2,..., (3) 
0 
and Qn(h) is of precise degree tl - 1. When J has deficiency index (1, 1) 
the sums xr 1 Pn(X)12 and C,” ( Qn(h)12 converge. But when the index is 
(0,O) the latter sums necessarily diverge. In the latter case one can find a 
function w(h), analytic in the upper half plane such that 
In fact, one can show that 
w(h) = - i+i $$f, Im h > 0. 
n 
Associated with the above defined function w(X), is a monotonically 
increasing, real function a(u) that satisfies 
w(X) = J-m_ 3 (6) 
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and U(U) can be determined from (6) by use of the Stieltjes-Perron inversion 
formula [l, p. 1241. With this function U(U) one can associate a Hilbert space 
L,2 consisting of all those functions f(u) for which sTa If(u)/” do(u) < cc. 
When J is selfadjoint one can construct an isometric isomorphism between r$ 
and La2 ([l, p. 341). Let X = {x0 , xi ,... }, Y = {y. , yi ,... } be elements in t2 
and define U by 
f(A) = ux = f x,P,(X) 
i=O (7) 
g(h) = UY = f yiPi( 
i=O 
One can then show that 
so that 
= f Xi% = (X, Y), 
i=O 
(UX, UY) = (X, Y). (9) 
In fact one finds that the operator J on e2 is mapped into the multiplication 
by U on Lo2. Then if 
f(h) = U-T (10) 
(11) 
m b&,x,-, + +Xk + bkxk+, = 
I 
?f@> pk(“) du(u) (12) --  
provided, of course, that 
In general one can say very little about the character of the function w(h) 
associated with a particular Jacobi matrix J. In one case however certain very 
specific statements can be made. If J is an operator that is a selfadjoint 
extension of a Jacobi matrix of deficiency index (1, 1) then the associated 
w(h) is necessarily a meromorphic function, that is the ratio of two entire 
functions of minimal type of order one [l, p. 561. Moreover all its poles are 
simple, and lie on the real axis. In fact these poles are the eigenvalues of the 
operator and such an operator has a pure point spectrum. It is precisely such 
operators that will be of principal concern to us. 
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DEFINITION. Let J be a Jacobi matrix of deficiency index (0,O) so that it 
is a selfadjoint operator. If the associated analytic function w(X), that satis- 
fies (4), is the ratio of two entire functions of minimal type of order one we 
shall say that J is a regular Jacobi matrix. 
Regular Jacobi matrices can be constructed as follows. Let J have defi- 
ciency index (1, 1) and construct any selfadjoint extension of J. The latter 
operator by Stone’s theorem, now has a representation as a regular Jacobi 
matrix. 
With every Jacobi matrix J one can associate a truncated Jacobi matrix 
J7 , obtained by deleting the first row and column of J. If J is as in (I), then 
a, b, 0 0 *a* 
b, us b, 0 *** 
JT = 
0 b, us b, ... 
0 0 b, 114 .-a l 
(13) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
In (2) and (3) t i was seen that with every matrix J we could associate two 
sequences of polynomials {P,(h)) and {Q,@)}. We denote those associated 
with JT by {Pn7(h)}, {QnT(X)}. The latter must satisfy 
(a, - A) POT(h) + b,P,‘(X) = 0 
hz~~-l(4 + (%&+I - 4 Pn’@) + b,+P;+,(4 = 0, n = 1, 2,..., (14) 
POT(h) = 1 
and 
@I - 4 QoW + b,Q,W = 1 
bnQL(4 + (un,, - 4 QnV) + b,+,Q;+,@) = 0, n= 
QoT(h) = 0. 
By the use of (2) and (3) it is easy to see that 
1, 2,..., (15) 
Based upon the above results we can now prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let J and J+ be as in (1) and (13). Both have the same de$ciency 
index. If J is a regular Jacobi matrix so is Jr , 
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Proof. J has deficiency index (0,O) or (1, 1) depending on whether the 
sums C,” 1 P,(h)j2, C,” 1 Qn(h)12 both diverge or converge, respectively. 
From (16), (17) it is clear that the sums x,” 1 P,7(h)j2, C,” / Qn7(h)12 both 
diverge or converge if and only if the corresponding sums for J behave 
in the same manner. Accordingly, J and Jr have the same deficiency index. 
If J is a regular Jacobi matrix the function w(h), given in (5), exists and 
is the ratio of two entire functions of minimal type of order 1. We can associate 
with J7 the function wT(l\) given by 
Use of (16) and (17) shows that 
%(4 = Wo2) (0 - a3 + 1 /w(4). (19) 
It follows that ~~(7) and w(h) have the same analytic structure and if J is 
regular so is J, . 
THE MAIN RESULT 
We are now in a position to state and prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let J be a regular Jacobi matrix and J7 its associated truncated 
matrix. Let g be a second regular Jacobi matrix and I7 its associated truncated 
matrix. Suppose J and g have the same a’genvalues and Jr and J7 have the same 
eigenvalues. Then J and 3 are necessarily identical. 
Proof. The analytic function w(h) can be written as the ratio of two entire 
functions of minimal type of order 1. Let, accordingly, 
The case where one of the hi or pi vanishes must be treated with a minor, 
but obvious modification. The poles of w(X), namely the set {hi}, constitutes 
the eigenvalues of J. From (19) it follows that the {pi} are the poles of w,(h) 
and therefore the eigenvalues of I; . Since J and j have the same eigenvalues 
&I and Jr and Jr h ave the same eigenvalues {pi> we see that 
(21) 
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so that w(h) and G(h) differ at most by a multiplicative constant, so that 
w(h) = kiqh). (22) 
To every function w(X) one can assign a unique, normalized, monotonically 
increasing function via (6). Clearly then 
u(h) = h?(h) (23) 
Let X0 = (1, 0, O,...} be a unit vector in /a . It was seen in (7) that we can 
establish an isometric isomorphism between & and L,2 so that 
and 
f,(h) = ux, = P,(h) = 1 (24) 
Similarly 
1 = llfo(~)l12 = irn d49 (25) -a3 
1 = IIh(~>ll” = jm WV (26) -cc 
and it follows that K = 1 in (23) so that u(X) = (3(X). 
We shall now complete the proof by showing that if o(h) = e(A) then 
necessarily J = J. In fact, it will be shown that once a(h) is known the rows 
of J can be obtained by a recursive calculation. Let, as before 
so that 
x0 = {I, 0, O,...} (27) 
JXO = ho 3 bo ,a CL.>. (28) 
By means of (8) and (12) we see that 
and 
ux, Y JXO) = J-1 u2 do(u) = a02 +b,2. (30) 
From (29) a, is now uniquely determined, and (30) determines bo2. Since b, 
is positive, it too is uniquely determined. 
From the structure of J it is evident that 
TkXo = {do , dl , d2 ,..., dk , 0,O ,... >, (31) 
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where the di depend only on a,, , a, ,..., UK-1 9 4l > b, ,a**, 6,-, . We shall now 
assume that these are known and show how ak and b, can now be calculated. 
A simple calculation shows that 
(32) 
(J”“X, , J”X,) = akdh2 + v-s = 
s 
m u21c+l do(u) (33) --m 
s 
m (J”“X, , J”+‘X,,) = (uk2 + bk2) dk2 + -a- = u2k+2 da(u). (34) --m 
The terms indicated by dots in (33) and (34) depend only on ai , bi with 
i < K - 1. It follows that (33) determines ak and (34) determines 6, > 0 
uniquely. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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